
LOGISTICS AND INVENTORY MANAGER (IN AVIATION). VILNIUS, LITHUANIA

We provide an aircraft engine stand leasing service for Airlines, MROs, engine repair shops, leasing
companies, freight forwarders and other customers around the world.
We‘re looking for an experienced and motivated Logistics and Inventory Manager (In Aviation) to join our
team! You will be responsible for overseeing and optimizing our warehousing, transportation and logistics
processes to ensure timely and cost-effective delivery of engine stands. We're seeking a strategic thinker
with a proven track record of success in logistics and transportation management, who is able to
collaborate effectively with other teams to achieve shared goals. If you're a results-driven professional with
excellent leadership and communication skills, we'd love to hear from you!

Responsibilities :
Logistics:

-Actively communicate with existing carriers and look for new ones capable of transporting goods with high
quality (air/road/sea).
-Conduct negotiations with carriers regarding cargo transportation conditions.
-Work with international customs brokers to provide instructions for export/import procedures.
-Prepare Import/Export loads and their accompanying documentation.
-Cooperate promptly with colleagues and carriers in solving problems arising during cargo transportation.
-Deliver the received goods to the company's warehouses.

Inventory management:
 

-Ensure and organize all necessary stands inspections and repairs are made on time.
-Ensure quality documentation and information of all stands are in order

Partners relations:
 

-Manage close relationship with warehouses, stand manufacturers and stands maintenance providers.

Requirements:

-Experience in international logistics, especially with air freight is a must.
-Knowledge of Incoterms 2020 is a must.
-Knowledge with export/import procedures and customs regulations is a must.
-Ability to work in a fast-paced environment and adapt to changes in priorities and tasks.
-Excellent command in spoken and written English.



-Experience in ISO/audit would be a huge plus.

Salary comment: The salary for this position is from 2645 EUR/brutto, based on your skills and
competencies.

Locatory.com is a family member of Avia Solutions Group, leaders in end-to-end capacity solutions for
passenger and cargo airlines worldwide. The Group manages over 100 offices and production facilities
globally and is significantly backed by the assets of over 7,000 highly skilled aviation professionals,
serving more than 2,000 clients throughout Europe, Asia, North America, Australia, and worldwide.  
Avia Solutions Group holds more than 500 licenses for its evolutionary range of activities across
multiple business sectors. Its vast portfolio of services to clients includes ACMI, charter and cargo
aviation, aircraft leasing and trading, MRO services, business aviation and VIP airline procurement,
charter and cargo aviation, pilot and crew training, recruitment services, together with multiple
complementary services spanning a wide range of associated operations.


